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We describe the status of the new measurement of the neutron electric dipole moment
(nEDM) to be performed at the strong source of ultra-cold neutrons at the Paul Scherrer
Institut. The experimental technique is based on Ramsey’s method of separated oscilla-
tory fields, applied to UCN stored in vacuum in a chamber at room temperature. Our
approach is performed in three phases: in phase one, new components have been developed
and tested at the Institut Laue-Langevin. Phase two is being performed at PSI, where
the apparatus was moved in 2009. Here, together with the optimization of the magnetic
environment, the prospective UCN density of ∼ 100 cm−3 should enable an improvement
of the currently best limit by a factor of five within two years of data taking. In the
third phase, a new spectrometer will then gain another order of magnitude in sensitivity.
The improvements will be mainly due to (1) much higher UCN intensity, (2) improved
magnetometry and magnetic field control, and (3) a double chamber configuration with
opposite electric field directions.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most interesting problems in cosmology is the observed matter - antimatter
asymmetry, which cannot be explained within the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics
or cosmology. The SM prediction for this asymmetry is too small by ∼ 9 orders of
magnitude [1]. It originates from observed symmetry violating phenomena, occuring in
the decay of the Kaon [2] and the B-meson. These decays violate the combined operation
of charge (C) and parity (P) symmetry and are included in the SM as a phase in the
CKM matrix [3]. However, as pointed out by Sakharov [4], a satisfying explanation
requires next to baryon number violation and departure from thermal equilibrium also
additional sources of CP violation. Electric dipole moments (EDMs) of fundamental
systems [5] correspond to an unambiguous manifestation of P and time reversal symmetry
(T) violation. Assuming the conservation of the combined operation of CPT, T violation
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in a fundamental system also violates CP [6]. Electric dipole moments of baryonic systems
can be also used to search for the CP violating product of the gluon operators G and G̃
in the QCD-Lagrangian, weighted with the un-naturally small parameter θ [7].
The size of the EDM of the neutron is predicted by the SM based on the measured

values for CP violation, dn ∼ 10−32±1 e·cm [9], several orders of magnitude below the
current experimental upper limits. However, SUSY and most other extensions of the SM
give rise to larger values of EDMs which are much closer to the experimental limits. The
currently best measured limit on the neutron EDM is dn < 2.9 · 10−26 e·cm [10].
Experiments are based on Ramsey’s method of separated oscillatory fields. The Hamil-

tonian is:

h̄ω = −
�S

|S|(�μ
�B − �d �E), (1)

with �μ = g�μN the product of the g-factor and the nuclear magnetic moment, the spin �S
is 1/2. The parameter �d is the electric dipole moment. (�u and �d are second-rank tensors
of some sort.) By sequentially measuring Larmor precession ω parallel and anti-parallel

orientations of �B and �E the EDM is extracted from the phase shift Δ�ω between these
measurements:

�d =
h̄Δ�ω

4E
. (2)

A “universal” formula can be derived for this type of measurement:

δd =
h̄

2EαT
√
N
, (3)

where N is the number of counted neutrons and α is a “quality” parameter for the
measurement, including the polarization loss during T .
The goal of all next generation EDM experiments is to reduce the experimental bounds

to the 10−28 e·cm level. To achieve this goal, the statistical precision is improved by using
new UCN production schemes, e.g. based on solid deuterium. Such a source is currently
realized at the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI). Our approach to measure the neutron EDM
is based on UCN stored in vacuum in an apparatus at room temperature with multiple
complementary means of magnetometry added. Our project is pursued in three phases:

• Phase I (at ILL, in progress until the end of 2008): research and development on
the improvements of the RAL/Sussex/ILL apparatus.

• Phase II (at PSI, 2009–2011): measuring with an upgraded RAL/Sussex/ILL appa-
ratus at the PSI UCN source, aiming at a sensitivity of 5·10−27 ecm.

• Phase III (2011–2015): operation of a new apparatus, aiming at 5·10−28 ecm sensi-
tivity.
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2. PHASE I

In the first phase of our approach the existing installation by the former RAL–Sussex–
ILL collaboration [10] has been operated to investigate the performance of the device
and to test new components and developments for the next phase. Out of the variety
of the R&D topics, major efforts were the development of new magnetometry options
and improved magnetic field control, new materials for insulators, electrodes, shutters,
guides and coatings as well as new data acquisition and monitoring systems. Further,
calculational and simulational tools have been developed.
An array of laser-pumped optical magnetometers based on Cs vapor (Cs OPMs) has

been installed in the setup. Based on this system, a time-resolved magnetic field map of
the immediate surroundings of the measurement volume could be obtained. This informa-
tion was used for off-line corrections of fields and gradients, as well as for on-line feedback
on magnetic field stabilization. Comparisons of these magnetometers to the so-called
199Hg co-habitating magnetometer [12] have been performed. This co-magnetometer con-
sists of polarized Hg vapor inside the neutron spin precession chamber. It integrates over
the magnetic field inside the volume and can be analyzed optically during the precession
experiment. A factor of 7 in field stability could be obtained by using this information as
a feedback signal on the magnetic field generation power supply, as it is shown in a per-
formance plot in Fig. 1. R&D on improving the sensitivity of the 199Hg co-magnetometer

Figure 1. Time series plot of 8 h of co-magnetometer data. Upper trace: field fluctua-
tions measured by the co-magnetometer when the system was running without interven-
tion from the Cs magnetometry. Lower trace: stabilized field using Cs OPM feedback.
Polarized 199Hg vapor was inserted with a cycle period of 223 s.

is ongoing, as well as studies preparing the use of large area 3He magnetometers in Phase
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Figure 2. Layout of the installation of the en-
hanced EDM apparatus at the new PSI UCN
source. The assembly is installed in a ther-
mally shielded house, surrounded by a three
axis field and gradient stabilization system.
On the left side, the superconducting polar-
izer magnet is shown.

Figure 3. Schematic layout of the future
double chamber setup of the n2EDM ap-
paratus. The chambers will be placed in
between two 3He cells and surrounded by
a large array of Cs OPMs and SQUID
magnetometers. Potentially several co-
magnetometers will access the neutron
spin precession chambers for the investi-
gation of systematic effects.

III. Considerable progress has also been made in the development of efficient UCN detec-
tors capable of high rate operation, and in UCN polarimetry. Reports on 6Li doped glass
scintillators and the development of a velocity sensitive UCN detector can be obtained
from the collaboration website (nedm.psi.ch). Developments of new isolators used as
confining walls for UCN in the precession chamber could improve the performance of the
previously used bare quartz with 90 neV Fermi-potential to larger than 160 neV based
on deuterated polystyrene with polyethylene coated windows, leading to significantly en-
hanced UCN storage times.
During these optimizations, new limits on mirror neutrons [13,14] and a CPT non-

invariant cosmic axial background field [15] could be obtained by comparing neutron and
199Hg data.

3. PHASE II

In the currently ongoing second phase of our approach (started February 2009), the
apparatus has been moved from ILL to the new PSI UCN source. Here, the apparatus
is currently being installed inside a thermally and magnetically controlled environment,
see Fig. 2. The UCN pass through the superconducting (SC) polarizer magnet, a custom
designed UCN vacuum valve, a UCN switch valve and are guided into the UCN trap. The
trapped UCN are counted at the end of the measurement in the detection system below.
In addition, a horizontally through-going guide for other experiments is installed in the
switch.
The SC magnet is used to provide fully polarized UCN and also to minimize losses

in the unavoidable safety window of the UCN source, which is placed in the region of
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maximal magnetic field. The bore of the magnet can fit larger (180 mm ID) UCN guides
coated with diamond-like carbon (DLC) to assure maximum UCN transport efficiency.
All valves that are visible to the UCNs are also with DLC on all surfaces visible to the
UCNs in open and closed condition to minimize losses due to absorption and slits.
During the installation at the new site, special care is taken to improve the homogeneity

of the magnetic field at the position of the UCN chamber. For this purpose, a 3-axis non-
magnetic robot for automated field mapping has been installed to map the magnetic fields,
gradients and drifts under different conditions. Next to Fluxgate magnetic field sensors,
also Cs OPMs are installed. All inner components are currently investigated for magnetic
impurities at the magnetically shielded room BMSR-2 at PTB Berlin [16]. Installation
and commissioning on site is scheduled to be completed end of 2009. The new UCN
source should provide UCNs beginning of 2010.
Due to the higher UCN density (∼ 100 cm−3) as well as the improved magnetic field

performance and magnetometry, an improvement of the current limit of the EDM by a
factor of 5 is planned within two years of data taking.

4. PHASE III

In phase III, a new apparatus is being operated based on carefully extending proven
technologies, with the goal to deliver results within a controlled time frame. In addition it
must provide many possibilities for investigating systematic effects. UCN are supplied by
a super-thermal source and are stored in vacuum at room temperature. The experiment is
based on a double-chamber setup: two cylindrical chambers aligned in a vertical stack [17],
with inverted electric fields relative to a constant vertical magnetic field and are operated
simultaneously. Magnetic stability will be provided by a multi-layer Mu-metal magnetic
shield which surrounds the chambers and the magnetometry assembly. Also, the magnetic
environment is actively stabilized. Next to monitoring and stabilization of the ambient
magnetic field and gradients the accurate control of the generated inner magnetic field is a
central part in the whole project, therefore several complementary magnetometry systems
will be operated at the same time in the apparatus. Different types of magnetometers will
be used: (i) 3He magnetometers on top and bottom of the neutron precession chambers,
which cover a large surface area around the EDM chambers and therefore experience
almost the same gradients without the effect of the electric field. This can be used to
cancel induced phases due to field gradients and misalignments of E and B; (ii) an array
of Cs magnetometers, which are used to read out the 3He magnetometers. These sensors
respond fast and can be used in feedback applications for the Ramsey experiment; (iii)
at least one co-magnetometer, which is present in both EDM chambers together with the
trapped neutrons. At the level of dn < 10−27 e·cm so-called geometric phases, an interplay
of the motional magnetic field experienced by the moving particles and field gradients,
must be investigated by using both chambers simultaneously. It should be noted that for
a co-magnetometer this effect is about an order of magnitude larger than for the neutron
due to the velocity of the particles. However, a co-magnetometer based on gaseous 129Xe
allows for adjusting the diffusion inside the cell and is thus a unique tool to test for these
geometric phases. Other effects like leakage currents between HV electrode and ground
also cause a false EDM signal, which can be corrected by the co-magnetometers and
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by means of velocity dependent UCN detection. A schematic view of the n2EDM cell
assembly is shown in Fig. 3.
The improvements in sensitivity will mainly be achieved by a larger trap volume

(×√
3)), optimized adaptation to the UCN source (at PSI/TUM UCN source) to achieve

500 UCN per cm−3 (×√
3)), longer cycle times resulting from longer storage and trans-

verse spin relaxation times(×√
3) and higher electric field strengths (× 2).

5. CONCLUSION

Our approach is based on refining the well established technique of performing a Ramsey
experiment on UCN stored in vacuum in a chamber at room temperature. This is in
contrast to other competing approaches and has its advantage in easy accessibility and
modularity of the setup, which at the same time enables the implementation of many
different means to control systematic effects. The experiment is performed in 3 phases,
from which the first was successfully finished in 2009. Many improvements were developed,
which are currently being implemented in the second phase at the PSI UCN source. First
UCN should be delivered beginning of 2010. Two years of data should improve the limit
on the neutron EDM by a factor of 5. In the third phase a new apparatus based on
a double chamber experiment with extremely enhanced magnetometry systems at the
strongest available UCN source should then provide another factor of 10 improvement.
The loan of experimental equipment by the RAL/Sussex/ILL collaboration [10] is grate-

fully acknowledged, as well as the local support at ILL and by the host institutions.
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